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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Today, the ability to cooperate is a key driver for innovation and success. These mutual
business activities take various forms, including licensing and distribution agreements, joint
ventures and asset sales and acquisitions. It is inevitable that disputes arise as the
occasional by-product of such activities. Law suits are often time-consuming and they can
be quite expensive so that Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) may be another option
to deal with a disagreement between parties.
This year‘s Forum is dedicated to Alternative Dispute Resolution and its mechanisms.
We were able to set-up a highly attractive agenda for IP professionals having different levels
of experiences with ADR. Overviews of the ADR-mechanisms, focusing particularly on
mediation and arbitration in different jurisdiction, along with their benefits and pitfalls will
be provided. There will be plenty opportunities to interact with the speakers and participants
of the panel discussion.

Friday, 12th November 2021
14:00

Welcome and short introduction

14:15

Industry view: Pros and Cons of ADR
Dr. Claudia Tapia; Ericsson

14:45

Overview of ADR: Alternative Dispute Resolution in all Forms
Dr. Ruth Christophersen; Christophersen & Partner

15:15

Q&A / breakout rooms

15:30

Break

15:45

ADR with WIPO
Chiara Accornero; World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)

16:15

ADR with German courts
Dr. Anne-Kristin Fricke; Regional Court Munich I (Landgericht München I)

16:45

Break – stretch legs

17:00

Practical insights from the US: arbitration, mediation,
early neutral evaluation, and the use of mock court exercise
Judge Faith S. Hochberg; Hochberg ADR & LLC

17:30

Panel discussion
Moderated by Miriam Kiefer; Kather Augenstein Rechtsanwälte

18:15

Get-together / Quiz
Moderated by Stefanie Setz; Lilge, Setz & Partner

SPEAKER
Chiara Accornero
Legal Officer
World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)

Chiara Accornero, holds a Master of Laws from the University of Turin and a Certificate in Transnational Law from the
University of Geneva. Before joining the WIPO Arbitration and
Mediation Center in Geneva in 2016, she worked in a Turinbased law firm in the areas of intellectual property and
contract law. Chiara was the Center‘s representative at
Maxwell Chambers in Singapore from 2017 until mid-2021. In her role, Chiara is responsible
for the management of cross-border intellectual property and technology related disputes
and promotion of WIPO Alternative Dispute Resolution services globally.

Dr. Ruth Christophersen
Patent Attorney & Mediator
Christophersen Partnerschaft mbB Patentanwälte

Dr. Ruth Christophersen is a patent attorney and managing
partner at the patent law firm Christophersen Partnerschaft
in Düsseldorf, Germany.
She qualified as mediator at the Fernuniversität Hagen,
and now she regularly works as a mediator and operates modern conflict management in the field of business
mediation, especially in the field of commercial legal
protection.
Dr. Anne-Kristin Fricke
IP Judge & Press Officer
Regional Court Munich I

IP Judge Dr. Anne-Kristin Fricke is member and deputy
chairperson of the newly established 44th Chamber at the
Regional Court Munich I (Landgericht München I). Dr. Fricke
studied in Münster, Paris and at the Humbold University in
Berlin. She did her legal traineeship at the Berlin District
Court (16th Chamber) and the German Ministry of Justice in

the Department which is responsible for inventions and patents, and worked during an
elective assignment at the Federal Foreign Office in New York City. Since 2016 Dr. Fricke
holds the position as a judge for IP matters at the Regional Court. Stations include
the 37th and the 21th Chambers. In addition to that she holds the post as press
officer for civil cases at the Regional Court Munich I.
Faith S. Hochberg
Arbitrator, Mediator & Special Master in Complex Litigation
Hochberg ADR & LLC

Judge Hochberg served over 15 years as a federal judge in
the District of New Jersey. In 2015, she founded Hochberg
ADR, to serve as a Mediator, Arbitrator, Special Master and
Monitor in U.S. and international litigation. Judge Hochberg
has served as a court-appointed Monitor in international
cybersecurity cases and is currently serving as a courtappointed Special Master in many cases in both federal and state courts, including
complex multi-district litigation (MDL cases). Judge Hochberg previously served as The
United States Attorney for the District of New Jersey, and prior to that, she was Deputy
Assistant Secretary of the U.S. Treasury Department. She has twice been confirmed by
the U.S. Senate. Judge Hochberg has also spent many years in the private practice of law.
In her community, Judge Hochberg serves on the Advisory Board of the Innovation Center
for Law & Technology, at New York Law School.
Dr. Claudia Tapia
Director IPR Policy & Legal Academic Research,
RIPL Strategy & Portfolio Management
Ericsson

Dr. Claudia Tapia is the Director IPR Policy and Legal
Academic Research at Ericsson. Claudia’s main responsibility is related to strategy, policy, and research in the IP field.
Claudia holds a law degree from the University of Valencia,
an LLM degree specializing in International Patent Law
from the Ludwig-Maximilian University in Munich and a
PhD degree from the Faculty of Law in Augsburg.

About women in ip e.V.
women in ip is a non-profit association for the promotion
and networking of women who are active in the field of
intellectual property. Our members are IP professionals,
such as patent attorneys and lawyers, judges, patent
examiners, professors, patent engineers, candidates,
and members of the opposition and appeal boards of
the European Patent Office.
Our aim is to connect women in ip to promote and strengthen the sharing of
experiences, to foster cooperation in the professional context, and to identify and pursue
new paths together. We regularly organize events nationally and internationally to
ensure a continuous exchange on a professional and social level.

Registration and further information
Please register until 11th November 2021 12:00 pm
Free for members and 45€ (inclusive VAT) for general participants
For more information and registration, please go to: www.women-in-ip.com
Or reach out to us via mail: welcome@women-in-ip.com
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